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CHAPTER I
THE PROBL:E1-1
Introduction
Contemporary educators are discussing characteristics of evalu-
ation and labeling that which describes beginnings as well as progress
continuous diagnosis. 1 They likewise consider an independent level of
reading as a key point in helping determine progress. 2 Johnson and Kress
believe that
it is through wide reading at the independent level that the
child has opportunities to apply the abilities he has acquired,
to learn through his own efforts, to increase the rate and flex-
ibility of his reading -- in short, to bring his reading ability
to the point that it provides him with real satisfaction. Only
through his independent reading will an individual become a
'spontaneous reader,' one to whom reading is a natural part of
living. 3
Statement of the Problem
Bearing this in mind the present writer has undertaken a study of inde-
pendent and instructional levels of fourth grade children positing the
problem in the present format: HOvT do results obtained from the Spache
method of determining a child's instructional and independent reading
IHargaret Ammons, "Evaluation: lfuat Is It? \-1ho Does It? \'Ihen
Should It Be Done?" Perspectives in Reading No.8, ed. Thonas C. Bar-
rett (Newark, Delaware: International Reading Association, Inc., 1967),
p. 6.
41arjorie S. Johnson and Roy A. Kress, nInformal Reading In-
ventories, n Reading Aids Series, ed. Ira E. Aaron, L"1 IRA Service Bul-
letin (Newark, Delaware: International Reading Association, Inc., 1965),
p. 7.
1
2levels compare with the evaluation obtained from the Bett s method of
the Informal Reading Inventory for children in grade four?
Definition of Terms
By way of clarification of terms, the following definitions are
given: Independent reading level is nthe level at which a child can
~unction on his own and do a virtually perfect job in handling of the
mat erial. tl4 Instructional reading level is UtIle level at which the
child should be and can profitably be instructed. "5 The present defi-
nitions correspond amply with Bett s' s description when he looks upon
the fir st as Uthe highest reading level at which the individual can read
with full understanding and freedom from mechanical difficulties, tt6 and
speaks of the second as lithe highest reading level at which systanatic
instruction can be initiated. 117 On the other hand, Spache's version
of the independent level is considered as
that grade level of supplementary instructional and recreational
reading material's which the pupil can read to himself with ade-
quate comprehension, even though he may experience some word-
recognition difficulties. 8
He designates the instructional level as
the child's grade level in oral reading. It ir.1plies the level
and quality of reading which most teachers 'Would find acceptable
4Johnson and Kress, loc. cit., p. 5.
5Ibid., p. 7.
6Emrnett A. Betts, Foundations of Reading Instruction (Nmv York:
American Book Company, 1957), pp. 438-39.
7Ibid., p. 439.
8George D. Spnche, Diagnostic ~eading Scale~, Ex~ner'sManual
(California Test Bureau / A Division of HcGraw-Hill Book Company, 1963),
p. 6.
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in group or c1assroan practice, and the grade level of basal or
other reading materials to which the child should or would be
exposed in the typical classroom. 9
Specific Objectives
In this study, the writar plans to adhere to these specific ob-
j ectives:
1) Does the independent reading level obtained from the Spache
Diagnostic Reading Scales tend to be significantly higher
than the one determined from the Informal Reading Inventory?
2) How does the instructional level obtained from the Spache
Scales differ from the one obtained from the Informal Read-
ing Inventory? Which tends to be higher?
General Procedure
In 1961 Donegan made a study of instructional levels of four
standardized tests and an Informal Reading Inventory. The graded para-
graphs which she compiled were based on Betts's norms for informal test-
ing. Excerpts from the Betts Basic Reader SerieslO were used to conduct
her study with grade six students. These paragraphs will form part of
the present writer I s testing procedure. The Spache Diagnostic Reading
paragraphs will also be administered to each child at the same sitting
to determine the child' s instructional and independent reading levels.
Specifi c procedures will be included in chapter three.
9Ibid.
l°Emmett A. Betts, and Carolyn M. Welch, Betts Basic Readers,
The Language Arts Series (NSvl York: Jitlerican Book Company, 1949, 1958.)
There is a 1965 series at present.
4Limitations
The limitations of the present study are evidenced by the fact
that only one group of children at one grade placement is being evalu-
ated. For reasons of expediency, it was necessnry to schedule some
children for testing in the evening and after school hour. Since both
the Spache Reading Scales and the Informal Reading Inventory were ad-
ministered at the same sitting, this should not be a factor in differ-
ences found. Nevertheless, the ~iter is eager to see if a general 0-
pinion that the independent reading level obtained on the Spache Diag-
nostic Reading Scales differs greatly from other methods is jus~ified.
CHAPTER II
SURVEY OF RELATED LITERATURE
Importance of Informal Testing
Although there are disagreements as to formal norms for informal
testing, "perhaps some of the disagreement results from the dearth of re-
search related to the subj ect. n11 That Uthere is a ranee of at least nine
years in levels of reading achievanent nl2 among fourth graders alone is a~
firmed by Bett s. Because of the growing necessity to understand the prob-
lems of underachievers as well as the gifted, some authorities suggest
that the teachers themselves learn to diagnose difficulties early through
observation and differentiated instruction, in small group and class sit~
ations. 13 This challenge emphasizes the necessity for constructive test-
ing and teaching for the "large number of students, how many has not been
exactly determined, \.rhose achievement does not match their intellectual
capacity. ,,14 How can they be helped before the reading difficulty becomes
formidable? Ammons gives a partial solution when she states:
llJoseph P. Kender, ttHo'\-1 Useful Are Informal Reading Tests? n
Journal of Reading, XI, No.5 (February, 1968), p. 338.
l2:Elnmett A. Bett s, ltReading Abilities: Averages and Deviations, tl
Education, LXXIV (January, 1954), p. 324.
13Ibid., p. 326.
14Ruth Strang, Understanding a~d He1ni~ the Retarded Reader
(Tucson: The University of Arizona Press, 1965), p". 12.
5
6Individual students ••• are entitled to better than the least
lfe can do. Given our present sophistication, the best we cendo
is to collect relevant data so that conditions for individuals
do not force them into slots, particularly when the slot is marked
failure. 15
Since reading instruction aims to challenge a pupil at a reading level at
which he can succeed,16 there is need to be concerned about both his i~
structional and his independent reading levels.
There has been real progress since 1915 when standardized tests
end scales appeared in America. 17 The children of this twentieth century
are being measured intellectually, physically, and socially more than ever
before. Clinical diagnosis reveals important infonnation '\.rhich should i~
fIuence teaching procedures and produce successful learning, yet the str~
gling learner is bypassing profitable opportunities somehow. Is there a
discrepancy in our standardized instruments which can be bridged as it
were by unstandardized informal testing? McCracken defines
an informal reading test or inventory (is) as a nonstandardized
reading test .••• The word infornal may be misleadi~~. The
testing procedures and stsndards are set and fairly formal. I~
formal means that the testing is non-standardized in the tech-
nical sense of test construction and administration. Informal
does not mean relaxed or subjective. 18
Given the necessity that teacher-pupil rapport during individual testing
be favorable, the scoring and determining of functional reading levels
15Ammons , Ope cit., p. 12.
16]hnett A. Betts, and Carolyn l-i. \{elch, Hanual for Teachers -
Informal Inventories, (NEM York: l:1Inerican Book Company, 1964), p. 1.
l7Ni1a B. Smith, .AmeriCD~,Reading Instruction (New York: Silver,
Burdett and Company, 1934), p. 155.
18Robert A. HcCracken, "The Infor;nal Rc llr..g Inventory as a
Heans of ~roving Instruction, n PeJ.:'S'Oec"tives i Readin":.lJo. 8, on. cit.,
Pl'. 79-80.
8b-7.
7
should be guided by obj ective criteria. HcCracken again present s rules
"to make error counting objective and precise. u19
1) Count only one error at anyone place in the reading. l1any
times a student mIl make more than one type of error at one
point in the story. For example, a student ~ay omit a dif-
ficult word, reread (repetition) and misnronounce the omitted
word, reread again (another repetition) and pronounce the "rord
correctly. All of this \.fould be counted as one error.
2) Count as one error if a student corrects an error, with or
without repeating other words.
3) Count as one error the omission of more than one word of con-
secutive print.
4) Count as one error the addition of two or more words consec~
tively.
5) Count as one error if child makes second error caused by his
forcing grammatical agreement; e.g., substitutes he for~
and reads he wants for they Hant.
6) Count as one error the mispronouncing of a proper name or dif-
ficult word if the llord appears more than once in a 100 to 150
word selection and is mispronounced two or more times. For
example, students will sometimes read Bill as Billy consistent-
ly. Count as one error if a proper name has tvro or more vlords
in it and both are mispronounced. Count errors on simple wards
each time they occur. For example if .!! is substituted for the
three times, count three errors. 20
Hith such helpful criteria the classroom teacher can use informal testing
as an important adjunct to effective instruction, The writer is well a-
ware of the fact that tlreading test s should be the servant s, not the dio-
tators, of reading instruction, t121 yet such caution merely spurs an in-
terested teacher to seek more reliable data to aid needy reading cases.
Although tests are not the final vlord, a teacher can find help in meet-
ing pupil needs by studying test results at;ld using them as guides for
instruction. In the Harvard report published in 1963 Austin and Morrison
transmit the follovring information:
19Ibid., p. 36.
20Ib'd~., pp.
2l'Vlilliam. R. Harmer, Perspectives in Reading No.8, Ope cit.,
p. 64.
8In one school syste~ it was the responsibility of the research
department to collect, classify, and surnmari ze the following
items: (1) standardized test information, (2) personality ad-
justment inventories, (3) observation information, (4) student
and parental surveys, (5) interview data, and (6) pupil-atti-
tude scales. 22
To such a valuable collection of data could be added another precious
source, namely, the informal reading inventory. By means of profession-
a1 interpretation of these da~3, reading specialists, school counselors,
and classroom teachers will fulfill their primary role which is to help
the learner in a learning situation. ItIgnorance of the known cannot be
condoned. n23
Use of Informal Testing
This study has tried to emphasize the importance of informal
testing in an effort to make it more widely used. Standardized tests
form part and p-arce1 of regular testing programs in schools and reading
clinics throughout the country, but there is a sense of apprehension a-
mong many teachers about the use of informal testing. This is perhaps
the result of a paucity of research on the subj ect. There is agreement
among authorities about the value of this instrument. Betts, Newton,
Strang, and Umans give valuable insight to informal testing and look
upon it as a basic tool in diagnosis, differentiated instruction, and
appraising reading programs. In discussing the open textbook test re-
lating to a student r s instructional level, Umans provides the follo\dng:
2~.1ary C. Austin, and Coleman l'!orrison, The First R: The Harvard
Renort On Reading in Elementary Schools (New York: The Hacmillan Company,
1963), p. 106.
23Robert Karlin, "Research in Reading, It Elementary English,
XXXVII (March, 1960), p. 182.
9Such a test reveals a student's competencies by his ability to
read approxinately 95 per cent or nore of the running \tlOrds in
a selection, and it tests Ius ability to understand what he has
read. It also serves as an excellent diagnostic instrument by
which to observe his reading mannerisms-finger pointing, head
and lip movements, or facial and other tensions; his ability to
read the IDnterial orally in rhythmic pGtterns (correct phrasing);
his abill ty to interpret punctuation and to anticipate meaning;
his ability to read silently at a rate considerably greater than
his oral rate. 24
It is evident from this quote that an informal testing situation can pro-
vide valid information for effective teaching. The above observational
techniques can be applied to the independent, the frustration, and the
potential reading levels also. The uses of an informal reading inventory
can be manifold. By way of comparison of the Spache and the Betts methods
for determining the reading levels of children in grade four, the '\olriter
will give but a general summary here, for the specific obj ectives and re-
sults of the study will be discussed in subsequent chapters.
As mentioned in the Donegan study25 the Bett s norms were used.
For the independent reading level the child \tTas to achieve a '-ninety-nine
per cent pronunciation and ninety per cent conprehension. His instruc-
tional level was to be assessed by a ninety-five per cent pronunciation
and seventy per cent comprehension. Donegan mentions a slight deviation
from Betts l s norms for instructional level. 1l1l.1though seventy-five per
cent is the criterion suggested by Betts for the instructional level,
seventy percent "ras used in this study to facilitate correcting based
in each case on ten questions. n26
24Shelley Umans, Desi@.s for R~adin[{ Programs (Ne,\.,r York: Bureau
of Publications, Teacters College, Columbia University, 1964), p. 7.
25Sister Ann Stephen Donegan, "A Comparative Study of Four Stan-
dardized Tests ,·rith the Infornal Reading Invento~J Administered to Chil-
dren of Sixth Grade, n unpublished Haster f s disser"cation, The Cardinal
S·tl~itch Colloge, Gr8Q1.wte Division, 1961.
26Ibid., p. 27.
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Spache 1 s Diagnostic Reading Scales norms differ from Betts. To
assess the child's independent reading level on Spache's standardized
test the examinee must achieve but a sixty per cent comprehension level
on silent reading, and his first attempt must be on a paragraph just a-
bove the instructional level. On the instructional level the child must
score eighty-five per cent comprehension or better on oral reading and
the number of errors allowed is indicated above each paragraph in the
record booY~et.
Research Studies
A recent research studJ1 of three popular reading diagnostic tests
draws the conclusion that
the Spache test includes certain pairs ~f readilJg passa~es which
are supposed to be of equal difficulty \vdthin the pair), but
which are of IDBrkedly different withirz-pair difficulties. These
unequal itG':l difficulties have deleterious effects on the admin-
istration of the oral and silent reading subtests. 27
After administering these Spache Diagnostic Reading Scales, the "11'itar
concedes to the probability of hannful effects on the silent reading sub-
tests because the child is given reading matter that is above his instruc-
tional level, yet cannot agree "lith Eller and Attea on the same type of
effect on the oral reading results. Spache's paragraphs have been sub-
mitted to validity and reliability tests which make than 't1orth,..rhile, yet
because l1implication of the data in various tab10S is not fully e:\plored,lt28
it would seem reasonable to suggest that these subtests be i"nvestigated
27Hilliam Eller, and lfary Attea, IlThree Dingnostic Reading Tests:
Some Conparisons, n Vistas in Reading, Proceedings of the Eleventh Annual
Convention of the International Reading Association, XI, Part 1 (1967),
p. 565.
2SN. Dale Bryant, l1George D. Spache, Diagnostic Reading Scales, tI
The Sixth i,rental Heasurements Yearbook, ed. Oscar !\risen Buros (New Jer-
r,-= .." h P .. 6-~ -) r 02sey: i ...e uryp on ross, J.:;10? , p. 0~ •
11
further. One authority states that "these scales provide a logical and
'Well organized approach to diaenosis of reading s1<:i11s and difficulties.n:9
It may be that Bryant is right, yet one is prone to question the logic of
the Spache norms to determine a child I s independent reading leveJ. with a
requirement of only si:h."ty per cent comprehension.
Harbiger implies from. her study that an t1awareness of the t-lide
range of abilities existing in every class must guide the teacher in se-
lecting reading material for his class. u30 So in the choice of tests, the
wise teacher, the reading specialist, the diagnostician, know and use the
best instruments available, both standardized and unstandardized. If the
reality criterion for diagnostic testing is of primary importance as stip-
ulated by Ramsey who defines it as Utesting ability in much the same man-
ner as the ability is used in real reading, n3l then objective norms must
also be realistic. The m-it er tends to agree with Engelhart and Beck who
state that "too little is knO\ffi concerning the mental processes underlying
test scores. n32
29Ibid., p. 821.
30Sister Hary Joan Harbiger, tlComparative Study of the Level of
Reading Established by Standardized Tests and Actual Reading Levels De-
termined by Informal Tests,1t Resei!rch Abstract s (The Cardinal Stritch
College, Graduate Division, 1958-59), p. 12.
31VIallace Ramsey, Persnectives in Reading No.8, on. cit., p. 67.
3~1ax D. Engelhart, and John H. Beck, "The Improvement of Tests,"
The Inmact and ~vement of Sc1100l Testing Programs, ed. vTarren G. ~n­
dley, LXII, Part II (The Sixty-Second Yearbook of the National Society
for the Study of Education, 1963), p. 167.
CHAPTER III
PROCEDUP..E
The present study was undertaken to compare the independent
and instructional reading levels of fourth grade children by means of
the Spache Diagnostic Reading Scales and the Donegan Informal Reading
Inventory.
Population
Twenty-eight fourth grade subj ect s presently enrolled at The
Cardinal Stritch College Reading Clinic formed the nucleus of this ex-
perilnent. The group was somevlhat heterogeneous in character. The ma-
j ority of the children came from a middle class status while a minority
formed part of a higher socia-economic strat'Ur.l. Their ages, computed to
Harch 1, 1968, were within the range of nine years, two months to ten
years, ten months inclusively. Their intelligence quotients on the Stan-
ford-Binet Scale ranged from 96 IQ through 120 IQ, totaling tvlenty-four
points. Two children were within the 96 IQ range while only one child
had an IQ of 120. The individual Hide Range Spelling scores for each of
the twenty-eight subj ects extended three grade levels. These scores
served as a guide for initial paragraph level "lith each child who was
tested by the 'Writer from March twelfth, nineteen hundred and sixty-eight
through Harch twenty-third, nineteen hundred and sixty-eight on the Spacbe
Diagnostic Reading Scales and the Donegan Graded Paragraphs.
Cri teria
The criteria for det ermining the reading levels follo-:,·red by Donesan
12
13
are those based on Betts's criteria for finding the instructional and
the independent reading levels. The range of reading difficulty covered
by the Donegan paragraphs extends from pre-primer to grade ten. Since
grade four pupils were being tested in this study, the exa"Iliner ,found it
necessary to prepare record sheet s from pre-primer through grade eight.
As was mentioned in this study33 Donegan used Betts's norms. To achieve
an independent reading level the child was expected to read fluently and
allowed a ninety-nine per cent pronunciation, that is, one error per one
hundred running words with a comprehension of ninety per cent. His in-
structional level was assessed from a ninety-five per cent pronunciation
cap acity and seventy per cent comprehension. The child' s reading rhythL1
at this level was to be semel-That smooth.
Spache's Diagnostic Reading Scales differed in criteria. To a-
chieve an independent reading level the child VIas asked to read a para-
graph just above his instructional level silently. Only sixty per cent
comprehension was required at this level as compared to Betts's ninety
per cent. The instructional reading level was found by asking the child
to read paragraphs orally until an eighty-five per cent comprehension or
better was met.
From the outset it was noticed by the examiner that the inde-
pendent reading criterion posed a difficulty, so a variable was introduced.
When the child failed to meet Spache's Ujust above the obtained instruc-
tional level u34 criterion, the examiner gave hir:1 a lower paragraph '\.fhich
33
supra, p. 9.
34Spache, Diagnostic Reading Scales, Examiner t s 1v1anual, 012. oit.,
p. 29.
14
had not been used for oral reading. Or~y four subjects yielded a lower
independent reading level while fourteen achieved a higher level than
the instructional. The others yielded scores commensurate "lith their
instructional reading levels. The graded paragraphs on this standard-
ized test cover eleven grade levels contained within grade one through
grade eight. The error span runs the gamut of nine through fourteen.
The instructional reading level determined for the child in the
reading clinic is a composite of a total evaluation of the preliminary
tests administered and an actual tltry-out 11 on books.
The Testing Program
The writer administered the above mentioned tests alternately to
each child at one sitting within a testing span of eleven days. All chi1-
dren were tested either in the afternoon or in the evening depending on
when most convenient for the child to come to the college. Results were
scored and tabulated from highest to lowest in chronological age, and
each child's scores appeared under the instructional level for the Spache
scales, the Donegan paragraphs, and the level at which the child was b&-
ing taught in the reading clinic. The latter information from the rec-
ords was verified by the corroboration of the clinician working with
each child at the time of the adrainistration of the Spache and Donegan
scales. The independent reading level scores obtained from the Spache
paragraphs and the Donegan paragraphs were also tabulated in the same
fashion as the instructional levels.
Statistical Treatment of Data
In order to determine if there was any significant differences
between the means of levels attained on the Spache and Donegan Scales
,15
and the levels assigned at the Clinic, the t-test, using the formula
for correlated data, '\o1as used. To make a co:r.parative study of the re-
sults obtained by individual students, the scores were charted graphic-
ally.
CHAPTER IV
INl'~RET1~ION OF DATA
The writexd s purpose in pursuing this study uas to make a com-
parative evaluation of the instructional and independent reading levels
obtained by the use of the Spache and the Donegan Scales and the level
at which the children were taught at the clinic. There is a general 0-
pinion that the independent level obtained on the Spache Diagnostic Read-
ing Scales diff~s greatly from other methods. This study will give some
evidence as to whether or not tbi s is true. It '\~ou1d indicate also if
studies should be continued to determine which has greater validity
should results show that there is a reel difference between levels ob-
tained by the two different methods. Often, teachers find it necessary
to do further informal assessments of levels in order to find the in-
structional level. Is it really necessa~ after having used either the
Spache Diagnostic Reading Scales or the Donegan paragraphs, to administer
additional tests or use informal techniques?
Comparison of Instructional and
Independent Reading Levels
The exact instructional and independent reading levels obtained
through the use of the Spache am Donegan Scales '\-1ere subj ected to the
formula for correlated data to obtain the t-score. These data are pre-
sented in Table 1.
Comparison of instructional levels of twenty-eight subj ects \Jith
an age range of one year, eight months; an IQ range of twenty-four IQ
16
TABLB L
COMPARISON OF INSTRUCTIONAL AND INDEPENDENT READING LEVBLS OF THE SPACHB DIAGOOSTIC R.EADIMJ
SCALES AND nIB OONEGAN INFORMAL READING INVEN10RY FOR CHILDRBN IN GRADB FOUR
....
~
.001
.001
LBV. OF CONF.
J__.
I
°1
I
I
I
-----_.
--
SOURCE OF READING LEVELS MEAN SD SBM r DIFF. SBD t rat;M
I
Instructional level
Spache Diagnostic Reading Scales 4.32 . 74~ .. 143
.33 1.38 .155 8.90
Donegan Informal Reading 2.94 .64~ .124
Inventory
Independent level
Spache Diagnostic Reading Scales 4.91 1.01 .194
.55 2.61 .163 16.01
Donegan Informal Reading
2.30 .686 .132Inventory
18
points; a spelling range of three grade scores, reveals the following
information:
The differences between the means on the Spache Diagnostic Read-
ing Scales and the Donegan Informal Reading Inventory for the instruc-
tional reading levels is but one grade, three months. The standard d&-
viation difference is but one month, while the standard error of the mean
is minimal. As the coefficient of correlation decreases vnth a decrease
in the dispersion of scores, it is understandable that the coefficient of
correlation between these two scales is fairly low (.33). The t-test e&-
tablishes a significant difference between these two tests at the. 001
level of confidence.
Comparison of the independent levels on both tests resulted in
a moderately high coefficient of correlation (.55) and a significant dif-
ference at the .001 level of confidenc e. Reference to Table 1 mIl shO'\-l
that the difference between the means on these variables was two grade
levels and six months; hence the great significant difference.
The instructional reading levels obtained through the use of the
Spache and Donegan Scales and the Reading Clinic instructional level ob-
tained from an aggregate of test s administered were subj ected to the for-
mula for correlated data to obtain the t-score. These data are presented
in Table 2.
Comparison of these data shows that there is but six months dif-
ference between the means on the Spache Diagnostic Reading Scales results,
and the Reading Clinic assessment. Likewise, the difference between the
means on the Donegan Informal Reading Inventory and the Reading Clinic
assessnent is but seven months. This would indicate but one month dif-
TABLE 2
COMPARISON OF INSTRUCTIONAL READING LEVELS OF SPACHB DIAGIDSTIC READING SCALES, OONEGAN INFORMAL
READING INVENTORY, AND CARDINAL STR ITCH COLLEGE READING CLINIC FOR CHILDREN IN GRADB FOUR
'j
SOURCE OF READ100 LEVELS MEAN SD sa r DIFF. sa t ratio LEV. OF OONF.I M DM
--
Instructional level
Spache Diagnostic Reading Sca1e~ 4.32 .748 .143
.25 .67 .165 4.06 .01
Reading Clinic 3.65 .655 .126
Donegan Informal Reading 2.94 .648 .124Inventory
.28 .71 .150 4.73 .01
Reading Clinic 3.65 .655 .126
-------
.-
\0
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ference between these differences. The standard error of the mean is
again minimal in this instance which would indicate a decrease in the
dispersion of scores. The t-tests on these variables yield a significant
di fference at the. 01 level of confidence.
A graphic representation in Figure I gives a summary picture of
levels. From these data it is evident that the Spache Diagnostic Reading
Scales have the tendency to overrate a child's independent level, while
the Betts criteria have the tendency to underrate the child's capacity
for independent reading by the application of a ninety per cent compre-
hension - one error norm. On the other hand, the instructional level on
all three vari abIes - the Spache Reading Scales, the Informal Reading In-
ventory, and the Reading Clinic, show a more equalized pattern despite
the fact that the Spache Reading Scales rate the child at a higher ini-
tial level.
These data answer our specific objectives: 35
1) The independent reading level obtained from the Spache Diag-
nostic Reading Scales differs significantly from the one de-
termined by the Informal Reading Inventory.
2) The instructional reading level obtained from the Spache
Diagnostic Reading Scales also differs significantly from
the one obtained by the Informal Reading Inventory. 7he
Sp ache Scales scores are higher.
To determine if the mean differences between the levels attained
by the various measures would be a pattern for individual pupils, the in-
35 3~,p••
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Spache Donegan Clinic
INSTRUCTIONAL LEVEL
Spache Donegan
INDEPENDENT LBVEL
Fig. l.--Summary comparison of the instructional reading
levels determined by the Spache Diagnostic Reading Scales, the
Donegan Informal Reading Inventory, and the Cardinal Stritch Col-
lege Reading Clinic; and the independent reading levels determin-
ed by the Spache Diagnostic Reading Scales and the Donegan Infor-
mal Reading Inventory.
22
dividual scores were plotted.
In Figures 2 and 3, the indi vidual instructional levels det er-
mined by the Spache Diagnostic Reading Scales, the Donegan Informal
Reading Inventory, and the Reading Clinic, are plotted.
The individual scores follow a pattern variation at the lower
and upper end of the achievement scale with the larger discrepancy of
scores at pupil eleven. The instructional levels obtained by the chil-
dren on the Spache Scales seem very similar, hence one questions the dis-
criminative value of this parti culnr measure.
In Figures 4 and 5, the individual independent reading levels
detennined by the Spache Diagnostic Reading Scales and the Donegan In-
formal Reading Inventory are plotted.
There is a broad difference evidenced here, yet the general pat-
tern is regular. When a child's level is higher on the Spache Scales it
is also higher on the Donegan Scales and vice versa, "r.i..th the exception
of pupils thirteen and nineteen who rate a lower independent level on the
Donegan Scales while scoring higher on the Spache Diagnostic Reading Scales.
These data indicate that although the Spache Diagnostic Reading
Scales and the Donegan Scales test similar reading skills, their methods
of administration vary greatly. It seems proper to conclude that studies
should be continued to determine which of the t'·10 methods has the greatest
validity. Until more research produces evidence to the contrary, teachers
should continue with their own try-outs \dth informal testing, even when a
standardized test has been given, to ascertain a child's reading capacity
both instructionally and independently.
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CHAPTER V
SUHMARY AHD CONCLUSIONS
The problan of this research proj ect \'18S framed in the follow-
ing question: How do results obtained from the Spache method of deter-
mining a child's instructional and independent reading levels compare
with the evaluation obtained from the Betts method of the Informal Read-
ing Inventory for children in grade four?
Specific obj ectives raised by this prohla:l were: (1) Does the
independent reading level obtained from the Spache Diagnostic Reading
Scales tend to be significantly higher than the one detennined from the
Informal Reading Inventory? and (2) How does the instructional level ob-
tained from the Spache Scales differ from the one obtained from the In-
formal Reading Inventory? \~h.ich tends to be higher?
The measures used in this study were the Spache Diagnostic Read-
ing Scales, the Donegan Informal Reading Inventory, and the Reading Clinic
data. To find the instructional reading level for a child on the Spache
Diagnostic Reading Scales the examiner gives oral reading paragraphs
which should yield an eighty-five per cent comprehension or above. 11ith
the Donegan Infonnal Reading Inventory, the instructional reading level
is sought by giving the child reading paragraphs which yield a ninety-
five per cent pronunciation and seventy to seventy-five per cent com-
prehension. The Reading Clinic instructionol reading level is the rG-
suIt of a composite of tests given by the staff prior to enrollment in
the clinic. The independent reading ~evel is found on the Spache Diag-
'Zl
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nof,tic Reading Scales by asking the child to read paragraphs silently.
The examiner chooses that paragraph which is just above the child's in-
structional level; the comprehension score should be at least sixty per
cent. On the Donegan Informal Reading Inventory, the independent reading
level is sought by requiring a ninety-nine per cent pronunciation and a
ninety per cent comprehension. It is obvious by the above norms that the
greatest difficulty for both examiner and testee is adherence to the Spache
method of determining a child's independent reading level.
Findings
During this study the investigator was interested in determining
what would be the actual results of testing according to the Spache and
Betts methods. It 'Was found that the greatest significant difference "r3S
between the independent levels on both the Diagnostic Reading Scales and
the Informal Rending Inventory with a moderately high coefficient of COl'-
relation (.55). It was also found that the Spache standardized test ovel'-
rated the instructional level of the child while the Donegan informal test
tended to underrate his instructional level. The instructional level for
all three variables, the Spache test, the Donegan test, and the actual in-
structional level at the Clinic, were on a more equalized basis than the
obtained independent levels. Both instructional and independent levels
were summarized in the form of a bor graph as shown in Figure 1 and in-
dicate that the mean differences between the Spache Diagnostic Reading
Scales and the Reading Clinic assessment is six months. Likewise, the
difference between the means on the Donegan Info~al Reading Inventory
and the Reading Clinic assessment is but seven months. The overall pat-
torn in Figures 2 and :3 is that the individual scores vary 8t both ends of
the 8chievEr.lcnt scale on all three variables, the Spache test, the Donegan
29
test, and Reading Clinic instructional reading level. The Spache Scale
seaned to be less discriminative than either the Betts or the level e-
valuated by the clinician. In Figures 4 and 5, the general pattern is
regular even though there is evidence of a broad eli fference betwoen the
independent reading levels on both the Spache and the Donegan test s.
Implications
From the data gathered through fonnal and informal testing of
chil"dren in grade four who are presently enrolled at The Cardinal Strit ch
College Reading Clinic, the investigator may imply the following viithin
the lindtations of thi s study:
1) Children in grade four vary both as to actual reading level
and type of reading skill, IQ notwithstanding.
2) The age factor does not sean to influence reading achieveraent
at this grade level.
3) The independent reading level of the two methods investigated
varies greatly due to differentiat ed norms.
4) The instructional reading level of the Spache Diagnosti c Read-
ing Scales, the Donegan Informal Reading Inventor,y, and the
Reading Clinic assessnent tends to be better equalized for chil-
dren in grade four.
Suggestions for Further Research
Because of these findings and implications, the Vlriter ventures
a few salient suggestionsl
1) A more elaborate research study comparing the Diagnostic Read-
ing Scales and the Infonnal Reading Inventory result s for stu-
dents in grades five, six, and junior high school.
30
2) An evaluation of the validity of the reading levels obtained
from the Spache Diagnostic Reading Scales and the Donegan In-
formal Reading Inventory through campariron \-lith the reading
levels attained by a composite of six evaluations made by
reading specialists.
31
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WORD RECOGNITION
List 1
1. look 26. good
2. come 27. girl
3. in 28. name
4. the 29. away
5. you 30. this
6. one 31. bed
7. she 32. call
8. mother 33. time
9. me 34. sleep
10. yellow 35. fish
11. pig 36. morning
12. it 37. seen
13. big 38. children
14. milk 39. live
15. dog 40. around
16. tree 41. barn
17. are 42. other
18. day 43. under
19. run 44. cry
20. all 45. chicken
21. father 46. breakfast
22. door 47. chair
23. like 48. rain
24. ball 49. asleep
. 25. eat 50. peep
.
I I; Total SCore ............... Grade Score ..............
3
WORD RECOGNITION
List 2
I. fly 2I. handle
2. road 22. battle
3. horse 23. forgotten
4. farmer 24. slice
5. know 25. different
6. smoke 26. speed
7. ground 27. skate
8. right 28. bridge
9. fair 29. quarter
10. believe 30. single
II. workman 3I. cleaned
12. stamp 32. drawn
13. drink 33. either
14. shoes 34. crank
15. witch 35. twilight
16. inch 36. review
17. strong 37. chapter
18. midnight 38. tongue
19. quickly 39. crawl
20. turkey 40. guard
I Total Score ............... Grade Score ..............
4
.,
WORD RECOGNITION
List 3
1. difference 21. shingle
2. carpenter 22. advertisement
3. broadcast 23. nephew
4. championship 24. ache
5. janitor 25. delayed
6. battery 26. blunt
7. unloading 27. practice
8. troublesome 28. brittle
9. thoughtfulness 29. canary
10. invent 30. prairie
11. postpone 31. strengthen
12. disturb 32. blundering
\ 13. imagine 33. freight
14. provide 34. argue
15. flown 35. wrenches
16. windshield 36. circumstances
17. pretend 37. triumphant
18. powerfully 38. occasionally
19. smolder 39. standardize
20. photograph 40. obstinate
I Total Score ............... Grade Score . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
.-
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WORD ANALYSIS CHECKLIST
A. Guesses word as a whole
1. Substitutes word of similar configuration
2. Substitutes word of similar meaning or idea
3. Substitutes word beginning with same sound or letter
4. Substitutes irrelevant word
B. Spells letter-by-Ietter
C. Phonic Methods
1. Sounds initial letter or blend, fuses rest
2. Sounds letter-by-Ietter
3. Sounds by phonograms or large phonic units
4. Sounds by syllables
5. Blends easily
6. Blends laboriously
D. Identifies shorter words within a word
E. Gives up; will not try
F. Expects teacher to supply words
G. Other problems:
6
Word
Recognition
Errors
Oral
Reading
Errors
1A Time Errors (9) Comp (4) _
Mary was on her way to school.
She came to the corner.
She saw a red light.
Then she saw the green light.
Then she went on to school.
1. What was the girl's name? (Mary)
2. Where was the girl going? (to school)
3. What did she see at the corner? (red or red and
green)
4. What did she do when she got to the corner? (she
stopped or waited for green light)
5. Why did she stop at the corner? (red light was on
or to wait for green light)
6. Where did she cross the street? (at corner or at
light)
7. Where did she go then? (to school)
7
18 Time Errors (9) Comp (4) _
Bob had a dog.
The dog's name was Spot.
Spot had a big brown spot on his back.
Bob and Spot played together.
Bob threw a stick.
Spot ran after it.
They had fun together.
1. What was the boy's name? (Bob)
2. What did he have? (a dog)
3. What was the dog's name? (Spot)
4. Why was the dog called Spot? (big brown spot)
5. What did Bob and Spot do together? (played)
6. When they played, what did Bob do? (threw a
stick)
7. What did the dog do? (ran after stick)
lC Time Errors (12)__Comp (4) _
The cow lives on the farm.
She eats grass all day long.
At night she is very tired.
Then she slowly comes home.
"I want to be milked," she says.
The farmer milks her.
She is glad to give milk.
The farmer drinks the milk.
His children drink the milk.
Then the cow sleeps in the barn.
1. Where does the cow live? (farm)
2. What does she do all day? (eats grass)
3. Why does she come home at night? (tired or to
be milked)
4. How does the cow feel about being milked?
(likes it)
5. Who milks her? (far.mer)
*6. Who drinks the milk? (farmer, children)
7. What does the cow do at night? (sleep)
"'Two facts must be given to receive full credit. Half credit is given
for a partial answer. In all other questions, full credit is given for any
one of the possible answers.
8
10 Time Errors (ll)__Comp (4) _
A boy had a dog.
He wanted to feed the dog.
He put some meat outside, but the dog did not come.
Another dog came along and took the meat.
Then the boy's dog came home, but it was too late.
1. Who had a dog? (boy)
2. What did he want to do for his dog? (feed him)
3. What did the boy give the dog? (meat)
4. Where did the boy put the meat? (outside)
5. Who ate it? (another dog)
6. Did the boy's dog come home? (yes)
7. Why didn't the dog have any supper? (too late or
it was eaten)
.-
;
2A Time Errors (9) Comp (4) _
Bob has a little red wagon.
He likes to ride in it.
He pulls it slowly up the hill.
Then he rides it quickly down again.
One day he took his dog with him.
He pulled the dog up the hill.
Then they rode down the hill.
But the dog did not like to ride down.
He jumped out of the red wagon.
Bob went down by himself.
Now he does not try to take his dog in the wagon.
1. What was the boy's name? (Bob)
2. What color was his wagon? (red)
::'3. What does he do with his wagon? (pulls uphill,
rides down; or goes up and down hill)
4. Whom did he take for a ride? (dog)
5. Does the dog like to ride? (no)
6. What happened then? (dog jumped out)
7. Whom does Bob ride with now? (no one or
himself)
*Two facts must be given to receive full credit. Half credit is given
for a partial answer. In all other questions, full credit is given for any
one of the possible answers.
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28 Time Errors (lO)__Comp (4) _
Bob was eating his dinner.
"Ding-dong," went the fire bell.
The firemen were going to a fire. The engine
went quickly down the street.
Bob jumped up and left his dinner.
He ran into the street.
The fire was on the next corner.
Bob watched the men put the fire out.
"Ding-dong," went the bell again.
The engine started back down the street.
Bob watched the engine go.
Then he went back home and ate his dinner.
1. What was the boy doing? (eating dinner)
2. What did he hear? (fire bell or ding-dong)
3. What was happening? (fire, or fire engine, or fire-
men going down street)
4. What did Bob do then? (ran into street)
5. What did the firemen do? (put fire out)
6. What did Bob do after the fire? (went home or
ate dinner)
7. How do you suppose Bob's mother felt about his
leaving dinner? (angry or annoyed)
-2C Time Errors (lO)__Comp (4) _
Mary was nearly hit by a car last week. She was
on her way to school in the morning. She walked
down our street to the corner. Mary looked both
ways and then began to cross.
A car was coming down the street very quickly.
Mary saw the car and ran the rest of the way.
The man in the car was angry because he had to
put on the brakes.
Mary was afraid, but she was glad she wasn't hurt.
1. Where was Mary going? (school)
2. What happened to Mary? (nearly hit by car)
3. How long ago was this? (few days or last week)
4. What did she do when she came to the corner
before she crossed? (looked both ways)
5. What did the driver of the car do? (put on brakes)
6. How did the driver feel? (angry)
7. How did Mary feel? (frightened or glad)
10
20 Time Errors (13)__Comp (4) _
Mary was playing alone at the rear of her house.
She was waiting for her father to return. He was
going to bring her a birthday present. Then she
heard a truck stop nearby. Quickly she ran around
to the front.
There was a big truck with its back toward the
house. She wondered whether it had brought her
present. Her father opened the rear of the truck. Out
walked a small brown and white pony. This was her
birthday present.
1. Where was Mary playing? (rear of house or back
yard)
2. What was she waiting for? (father)
3. What did she hear? (truck stop)
4. Then what did she do? (ran to front of house)
5. What did she see? (truck)
6. What was in the truck? (pony)
7. Why did her father bring Marya pony? (for birth-
day present)
;3A Time Errors (12)__Comp (5) _
Bob has a brown and white dog named Freckles.
He is called Freckles because he has brown spots on
his nose. Bob .always takes Freckles on his trips to
the woods. Freckles helps to scare up the rabbits.
Bob walks slowly, but Freckles scampers through
the leaves.
One day Freckles left Bob and went off by him-
self. Bob called and whistled, but Freckles did not
come back to him. After a while Bob heard Freckles
barking a long way off. Bob walked toward the
sound of the barking until he found Freckles.
Freckles thought he had caught a black and white
kitten. But it wasn't a kitten, it was a skunk. That
night Freckles had to sleep outside.
11
1. What was the dog called? (Freckles)
2. Why did he have that name? (brown spotson nose)
3. Why did Bob take the dog to the woods? (to find
rabbits)
4. What happened one day? (Freckles ran off)
5. How did Bob find Freckles? (heard him barking)
6. What did Freckles think he had caught? (kitten)
7. What did Freckles really catch? (skunk)
8. Why did Freckles have to sleep outside? (he
smelled)
38 Time Errors (13)__Comp (5) _
Mary was going downtown to watch the parade.
She skipped and ran along the street because she
could hardly wait to get there. She was early and
found a good place to stand.
Pretty soon she could hear the music of the bands
coming down the main street. The men of the first
band were dressed in scarlet, with white feathers in
their hats. The men of the second band were clad in
dark blue, with red feathers in their caps.
After them came the trucks loaded with flowers or
fruit. Then there were cars filled with officers and
their friends. Next came a company of soldiers in
dark green uniforms. Last of all was another band
dressed in white suits and yellow feathers.
12
1. Why did Mary go downtown? (to see the parade)
2. Had the parade started before she got there? (no)
3. What did she hear after she found a place to
stand? (music or bands)
4. What came first in the parade? (band)
5. What else did she see besides bands? (trucks,
soldiers, or officers)
6. What was in the trucks? (flowers or fruit)
7. What was the color of the soldiers' uniforms?
(green)
8. How many bands did Mary see? (three)
3C Time Errors (9) Comp (5) _
One day Bob took a trip to the zoo. First he went
to the great big lion house. He was a little frightened
when the lions began to roar. The cages were clean
but the lions didn't seem to like them because they
kept walking up and down, roaring and switching
their tails. Bob was glad that there was a strong fence
around the lions.
On the way out of the park, Bob stopped to watch
the other animals. He saw a black wolf and a red fox
in their cages. The keeper was feeding the wolf from
a pail of food. The keeper didn't enter the cage, but
he pushed the food through the bars to the wolf.
13
1. Where did Bob go one day? (zoo)
2. What did he visit first? (lions or lion house)
3. How did he feel when the lions roared? (frightened
or afraid)
4. How did he know that the lions didn't like their
cages? (walked up and down, roared or switched
their tails)
5. Where did Bob go after the lion house? (watch
other animals)
6. What other animals did he see? (wolf or fox)
7. What was happening to them? (being fed)
8. Why didn't the keeper go into the cages? (afraid
they'd bite)
-3D Time Errors (8) Comp (5) _
One day Mary's father took her to the circus. It
was very thrilling and Mary enjoyed it very much.
A big clown rode around one ring on a little pony.
He carried a big whip in one hand and an umbrella
in the other. The ringmaster kept cracking a big whip
to make the horses go faster.
Mary saw other things, too-elephants, zebras, and
lots of clowns. There were little monkeys that tried
to jump up on the elephants' backs. Mary thought
the most thrilling thing was the man who made the
wild animals do tricks. He must be very brave to
train lions and tigers to do what he wants.
14
1. Where did Mary's father take her? (circus)
2. What did she see first? (clown or pony)
3. What did the clown carry in his hands? (whip or
umbrella)
~:4. What else did she see? (any two - clowns, ring-
master, elephants, monkeys, zebras, etc.)
5. Who made the horses go fast around the ring?
(ringmaster)
6. Who rode on the elephants? (monkeys)
7. What was the most thrilling thing Mary saw?
(animal trainer or man who made animals do
tricks)
8. What did Mary think about the man who trained
wild animals? (brave)
*Two facts must be given to receive full credit. Half credit is given
for a partial answer. In all other questions, full credit is given for any
one of the possible answers.
I:,.
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4A Time Errors (lO)__Comp (5) _
Yesterday Bob took a trip to a city market that
was somewhat like a store but a great deal bigger. It
didn't have any bread or canned goods like the
grocery stores. But there were a great many big boxes
of vegetables and fruits.
Bob was hungry and wanted just one plum or
cherry to taste. He wondered if one of the men would
sell him just one plum. Everyone was buying the fruit
and vegetables by the whole crate. When Bob asked
the man to sell him one plum, he laughed and gave
Bob an extra large plum wrapped in paper but
wouldn't take any money.
As he walked along eating the plum, Bob watched
the men unloading the trucks and big trailers. They
would chop open the top of the crate so tha~ a~yone
could see the fruit. If a buyer liked the fruit, and was
willing to pay the price, he might buy the entire
truckload.
15
1. What is a city market like? (store, but bigger; big
store)
2. What does the grocery store have that the city
market doesn't have? (bread or canned goods)
3. What did he ask the man for? (plum)
4. What did the man do? (gave plum to him)
5. How much did Bob pay for the plum? (nothing)
6. What were the men doing to the trucks and trailers?
(unloading)
7. Why did they open the crates? (so anyone could see
the fruit) .
8. If a man liked the fruit, what might he do? (ask
price or buy it)
48 Time Errors (12)__Comp (5) _
Mary's teacher took her class for a nature walk
one sunshiny day last week. Every time the group
came to a new plant, they would stop and examine
it while the teacher explained its parts. She showed
them how a bee gets its honey from flowers and how
a bug had eaten part of the leaves from some plants.
On a few plants, the flowers had fallen off, and seeds
had begun to form.
Later, while they were looking at some blossoms,
one boy spied a nest hidden in a tree. They were
very quiet, hoping that the mother would return to
feed her young ones. Sure enough, she quickly came
back with a fat, juicy worm in her bill. She fed the
young ones, chirped a little, and then flew away
after more worms. Mary's teacher said that birds eat
a great deal every day. They help us by eating in-
sects that would destroy our plants and by eating
weed seeds.
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1. When did the class go for a nature walk? (last
week)
2. What did the class do with each new plant? (stop
and look at it)
3. What did the teacher show them about bugs?
(how bugs eat plants)
4. What did one boy see? (nest)
5. What did the class do then? (waited for mother
bird or kept quiet)
':'6. What did the mother bird do? (any two-brought
worm, fed young, flew away, chirped)
7. Why was the mother bird so busy? (baby birds eat
a lot)
8. How do birds help us? (eat insects or weed seeds)
"'Two facts must be given to receive full credit. Half credit is given
for a partial answer. In all other questions, full credit is given for any
one of the possible answers.
1
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5A Time Errors (14)__Comp (5) _
As a ship's bo'y, John Paul had all sorts of odd jobs
on board. Sometimes he scrubbed decks or helped
the cook. He cleaned the captain's cabin and ran
errands, but he had other duties that pleased him
more. He helped to clean the guns, which the mer-
chant ship carried for protection. And several times
he stood behind the big wheel to steer the ship.
Captain Benson wrote in the ship's log, or daily
record, that the trip was calm and smooth-sailing.
Nothing unusual happened, but every day was real
adventure for the new ship's boy. At the end of the
voyage it was a thrill to sight land. When the ship
docked near Fredericksburg, Virginia, John Paul was
waiting to go on shore.
John Paul's brother had a tailor shop in Fred-
ericksburg and was very happy in his new home. He
was eager to talk about the wonderful country, but
John Paul already loved America. During the next
few years John Paul visited America often. He
became used to the free and democratic ways of the
new country. Meanwhile he had learned to be an
expert sailor. Although he was not tall, he was strong
and quick. With his long arms he could haul or trim
a sail with the best of men.
17
1. What was John Paul's job called? (ship's boy)
~'2. What did John Paul do on the ship? (any two-
scrubbed, helped cook, cleaned cabins, ran
errands, cleaned guns, steered)
3. What duties did he like? (clean guns or steer
ship)
4. What kind of a trip did the ship have? (calm or
smooth-sailing)
5. Where did the ship dock in America? (Fredericks-
burg or Virginia)
6. What kind of work did John Paul's brother do?
(tailor)
7. How many trips to America did John Paul make?
(several or many)
~'8. What did John Paul look like? (any two - not tall,
strong, quick, long arms)
*Two facts must be given to receive full credit. Half credit is given
for a partial answer. In all other questions, full credit is given for any
one of the possible answers.
58 Time Errors (12)__Comp (5) _
Suppose that you have some beautiful poppies
growing in your garden. Suppose, too, that you want
to get some seed from them so that you can have
more poppies like them next year. You must be sure,
then, not to pick all the poppy flowers. If you do not
leave some of the flowers on the plants, you will not
have any seeds, for the flowers are the part of the
plant that produces the seeds. There will not be any
seeds if all the flowers are picked.
Most seeds come from flowers. The seeds of pine
trees and of the trees and bushes of the pine family
are formed in cones. But most other seeds come from
flowers. More than 190,000 kinds of plants produce
seeds, and all but about 700 produce their seeds in
flowers.
Not all flowers are large and bright-colored like
poppies. Probably you have seen many flowers that
you did not know were flowers. Did you ever see any
cottonwood flowers, or willow flowers, or grass
flowers? Cottonwood trees and willow trees and grass
have flowers, but their flowers are small and are not
bright-colored. Many other plants have small flowers
much like these.
18
1. If you had some poppies, where would you look for
seeds? (in the flowers)
2. What would happen if you picked all the flowers?
(have no seeds)
3. Where do most seeds come from? (flowers)
4. What kind of tree produces seed some other way
than in flowers? (pine tree)
5. Where are the seeds from these trees found? (in
cones)
6. About how many plants do not produce seeds in
flowers? (700)
7. What kind of flowers do poppies have? (large or
bright-colored)
8. Tell me one plant that produces a flower so small
that it is seldom seen. (cottonwood; willow, or·
grass)
6A Time Errors (13)__Comp (5) _
Elephants are found wild today only in warm
regions - in tropical Africa and in India. The story
was very different 50 thousand years ago. Then, two
species of the elephant family roamed North America
and Europe in vast numbers.
One of them was the mastodon. The mastodon
lived in the eastern part of our country during the
period of the Great Ice Age. In the swamps that were
formed when the ice disappeared, many of the huge
creatures were trapped and killed. We have found
some of their skeletons. At a glance the mastodon
must have looked much like the elephants of today,
except that it was covered with coarse, woolly hair
and its tusks were much larger. It was probably
heavier than the elephants we know, but not taller.
Its head was flatter and its lower jaw longer. Its
teeth were not like the teeth of the elephants of
today.
More than 200 years ago, the people of New
England found bones of the mastodon when they
dug ditches to drain swamps. At first they thought
that the bones they found were bones of giant people.
When they found teeth that weighed more than four
pounds apiece, they decided that the giants were
giants indeed.
19
1. Where are elephants found today? (warm regions,
or Africa, or India)
2. Where were elephants also found long ago?
(North America, or Europe, or New England)
3. What happened to the mastodons when swamps
were formed by melting ice? (trapped, or
drowned, or killed)
::'4. Tell me two differences between the mastodon
and the elephants we see today. (any two - hair,
tusks, weight, head, jaw, teeth)
5. Why do you suppose that the elephants of today
do not have woolly hair? (live in warm regions
or do not need it)
6. Where were some bones of the mastodon found
about 200 years ago? (swamps, or New England,
or eastern U.S.A.)
7. What kind of bones did the people think they
had found? (giant people or giants)
8. How heavy were some of the teeth they found?
(four pounds)
*Two facts must be given to receive full credit. Half credit is given
for a partial answer. In all other questions: full credit is given for any
one of the possible answers.
68 Time Errors (13)__Comp (5) _
When the early settlers came to America, trade
was carried on by barter or by using such things as
tobacco, sugar, and furs as money. Sometimes the
settlers used Indian wampum. Wampum was shells
that were made into beads and was used by the
Indians as decoration and as money. Of course, when
more people came from Europe to settle in America,
they found they would need money to pay workmen.
A mason did not always want to take furs for his
pay. A furrier did not always want his wages in grain
or tools. People had to have coins, so they used what-
ever was available - English shillings, Swedish and
Dutch money, and Spanish dollars or "pieces of
eight." The colonists soon found there were not
enough of these to go around.
England would not let her colonists make any
money of their own. But in 1652, Massachusetts set
up a mint and made her own coins anyway. Among
these were the famous "pine-tree shillings." They
were called this because the picture of a pine tree
was stamped on them. These pine-tree shillings were
made for thirty-four years, but they all had the same
date on them. In this way the colonists pretended
that they were obeying England.
20
*1. What did the early settlers use in place of money?
(any two - tobacco, sugar, furs, wampum, or
shells)
2. What kind of money did the Indians use? (wam-
pum or shells)
*3. How might a workman have been paid? (any two
- grain, tools, furs, tobacco, sugar, wampum,
money)
4. Since they had no coins of their own, what kind
of money did the colonists use? (any one-
Spanish, Dutch, Swedish, English, Indian, or
wampum)
5. What did the colonists finally do about money?
(made their own)
6. Where was this money made? (Massachusetts)
7. What was the design stamped on these coins?
(pine tree)
8. What were the coins called? (pine-tree shillings)
*Two facts must be given to receive full credit. Half credit is given
for a partial answer. In all other questions, full credit is given for any
one of the possible answers.
.'
7A Time Errors (14)__Comp (5) _
Just as in driving a car, we use at least three speeds
in reading. High gear in reading is called skimming,
while studying is reading in low gear. Between these
two, at second gear, is what might be called a moder-
ate speed of reading. As you may have heard, the
good reader adapts his rate to the purpose of his
reading. The rate he uses is determined by how much
he wants to get out of the material he is reading.
His rate is also influenced by the difficulty of the
reading material. Thus, he shifts from gear to gear
according to the amount he wants to retain or how
difficult he finds the going.
Skimming is useful for a number of situations in
reading. We can use it when looking for a particular
fact on a page or in a table. It is also appropriate
when we have to cover a large amount of material
that is not too interesting or too important. Skim-
ming may also be used to determine the general
trends or ideas of a selection when we do not have
to know the fine details. It is also helpful when we
are making a quick brush-up before recitation.
Finally, it is very useful as the speed at which we
would do pre-reading before studying intensively.
21
1. What does the author compare reading to? (driv-
ing or shifting gears in a car)
2. What is reading in high gear called? (skimming)
3. What is reading in low gear? (studying)
4. Is skimming done very quickly or very slowly?
(quickly)
5. When does the good reader change his rate? (any
one - purpose, or need for comprehension, or
difficulty of material involved)
6. Can we skim in all kinds of reading? (no)
7. Why not? (some too hard or not enough compre-
hension)
*8. In what situations can you use skimming? Name
at least two.(any two-looking for facts, material
not important, looking for general trends,
brush-up for recitation, pre-reading before
study)
"'Two facts must be given to receive full credit. Half credit is given
for a partial answer. In all other questions, full credit is given for any
one of the possible answers.
78 Time Errors (13)__Comp (5) _
One of the most beautiful and lasting kinds of
building stone is marble. Marble may be pure white
or colored, or it may have streaks in it. It can be
polished so that it has a very smooth surface. All
marble was once limestone. Limestone, deep under
the ground, may be changed to marble by heat and
pressure.
Granite is another very good building stone. It is
formed from rock so hot that it is liquid. You may
have seen pictures of liquid rock, or lava, pouring
out of volcanoes. Lava cools and becomes rock rather
quickly. But granite is made from the hot liquid
held underground. This rock cools very slowly. T~e
liquid rock from which granite comes cools so slowly
that the different materials in it separate from one
another and form crystals. Granite is always a
sPeckled rock because the different crystals in it are
of different colors. Two minerals are always found
in granite. They are quartz and feldspar. The dark
speckles in granite are usually some other mineral.
Granite makes very good building material because
it is so hard. It can be beautifully polished, and the
weather does not harm it.
22
*1. Is marble always white? (no) How else may it
look? (colored or streaked) (both answers)
2. What does marble come from? (limestone)
3. What happens to limestone under heat and pres-
sure? (changes to marble)
4. What happens to liquid rock that cools slowly?
(forms granite)
5. What happens to the minerals in liquid rock that
cools slowly? (separate to form crystals)
6. Why is granite speckled? (different-colored crys-
tals or minerals)
*7. What two minerals are always found in granite?
(quartz, feldspar)
8. Why does granite make a good building stone?
(hard, or can be polished, or doesn't wear away)
*Two facts must be given to receive full credit. Half credit is given
for a partial answer. In all other questions, full credit is given for any
one of the possible answers.
~(
SA Time Errors (12)__Comp (5) _
One very important reason for slow reading is lack
of pre-planning. Many slow readers have not learned
to adapt their rate to the difficulty of the material
they are reading. They can see objects quickly with
their eyes, as in looking through the window of a
moving car, but when they read, the same quick
movements are not present. They stop to look at
each individual word as though that were necessary
for gaining ideas. They tend to read their textbooks,
magazines, and even the newspaper at about the
same rate of speed.
I t has been shown by many studies of good readers
that the rate in fiction material should be two or
three times as fast as that in non-fiction. Slow read-
ers tend to "study" everything they read, while good
readers vary their rate consciously according to the
kinds of facts they want to get. For example, if a
student is trying to find only one fact on a page,
he certainly does not need to read the entire page.
He can skim quickly over the page until he finds
the fact he is seeking. If, on the other hand, he is
expected to report critically on a piece of prose, he
will need to read much more slowly and analytically.
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1. Why do many people read slowly? (anyone - lack
of pre-planning, read each word, ignore diffi-
culty, study everything, or not change rate)
2. What can slow readers do with their eyes that
proves they could read faster (see quickly or
see moving things)
3. How do slow readers read textbooks, magazines,
or newspapers? (same slow rate)
4. Which should be read faster, fiction or non-fiction?
(fiction)
5. Do good readers always use the same fast rate?
(no)
6. How do you know? (vary rate; or sometimes fast,
sometimes slow; or according to purpose)
7. When would it be good to read slowly? (studying
or reading critically)
8. When would it be good to read quickly? (skimming
or looking up a fact or reading fiction)
-88 Time Errors (12) Comp (5) _
President Thomas J efferson, in 1804, commis-
sioned an expedition to go into the Northwest Terri-
tory to explore the land that was bought in the
now-famous Louisiana Purchase. Meriwether Lewis,
private secretary to the President, and Captain
William Clark of the United StatesArmy headed the
26 men who started up the Missouri River from St.
Louis on May 21, 1804. On July 18 of that year the
group reached the southwest corner of the present
state of Iowa, proceeded northward along the Mis-
souri, and traversed parts of Iowa many times. The
Lewis and Clark State Park west of Onawa was
named in honor of these explorers.
Sergeant Charles Floyd, a Kentucky backwoods-
man and one of the most competent men of the party,
became ilion August 19, 1804, and died the follow-
ing day. His body was laid to rest upon a high bluff
near the present site of Sioux City, where it is
marked with a tall monument. The Floyd River and
Sergeant Bluff were named in his honor.
The expedition proceeded westward to the mouth
of the Columbia River, and returned to Washing-
ton during the early months of 1807. Lewis was
appointed governor of the Louisiana Territory and
Clark was named gove~orof the Northwest Terri-
tory.
24
1. Which president sent an expedition into the
Northwest Territory? (Thomas Jefferson)
>:(2. Who were the leaders of the expedition? (Lewis
and Clark)
3. From where did the expedition start? (St. Louis)
4. What river did the expedition follow? (Missouri)
5. Where was Sergeant Floyd buried? (near Sioux
City)
6. How is his death remembered? (monument, or
naming a river, or a bluff after him)
7. How far west did the expedition go? (mouth of
the Columbia River)
8. How long did the trip of the explorers take?
(three years)
'l<Two facts must be given to receive full credit. Half credit is given
for a partial answer. In all other questions, full credit is given for any
one of the possible answers.
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Test 1- Consonant Sounds
SUPPLEMENTARY PHONICS TESTS
No. Correct _
Reading from left to right, tell pupil to pronounce each letter. Ask, "How do these sound? What do these letters
say?"
z x v s q n I j g
(kw, k) (g,j)
d b c f h k m p r
(s,k)
t y w
Test 2 - Vowel Sounds No. Correct
Have pupil read each word, first with the long sound of the vowel and then with the short sound. Say, "Read this
word for me as though it had the long sound of the vowel. ... Now, say the word with the short sound of the vowel."
Illustrate with "plad" (played) and "plad" (plaid).
{
braid (a as in ale)
brad -
brad (a as in add)
{
treed (e as in eve)
tred -
tread (e as in end)
. {grid (i as in ice)grId -
grId (i as in ill)
{
phit (u as in cube)
plut-
plut (u as in up)
{
drat (0 as in old)
drot -
drat (0 as in occur)
Test 3 - Consonant Blends No. Correct _
Reading from left to right, have pupil read each combination. Ask, "How do these sound?" or "What do these say?"
cl
pr
tr
th
ch
wh
br
pI
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sh
dr
gr
ck
sp
fl
st
-Test 4 - Common Syllables No. Correct _
Reading from left to right, have pupil pronounce each syllable. Say, "Read these for me." Score according to
the following pronunciation key.
Asin: As in: As in:
ail -pail est - best ake -make
op -stop ate - gate, climate ill -pill
ell -bell - better di -didn't 1 'er
tion - action ay -day ile -pile
eep - sleep ite - bite al - almost, allow
ter -after con - conduct ight -fight
en -enter it - itself ent -sent
se - seat, set ain -pain ide -ride
all -call ing -sing ock -clock
ow -low, cow ed -red ick -thick
in - pin, fine and-land on - pond, lesson
Test 5 - Blending No. Correct _
Reading from left to right, have pupil sound each syllable of the nonsense words. Ask, "What do each of these
say?" Then say, "Now, put them together and say them as one word." If necessary, illustrate with "win-dow."
Accept any reasonable pronunciation of the units.
cl-ide tr-est-ing ch-ail-er br-ock
Test 6 - Letter Sounds
sh-ay-ter gr-ell-on
ch-ate-d tr-ill-ent
st-all-ite
sp-ick-tion
No. Correct _
Make the sound of each of the following letters and ask, "What letter does this sound like?" Accept any of
the alternate answers given below.
z x (ks) v s q(qw) n j g(gate) d b c(ceiling)
(s,c) (j,g) (c, s)
'.,t
f h k m p r t w y(yes) a(at) u(tube) o (so)
(k,c) (u,oo)
1
i(it) e(end)
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A. Sight-Word Vocabulary
___Limited
___Adequate
___Good
CHECKLIST OF READING DIFFICULTIES
___Slow, fumbling
___Adequate for Instructional Level
___Dependent upon context
B. Word Analysis Techniques
__--'Adequate
___Dependent upon spelling
___Substitutes for meaning
Weak in:
___,consonant sounds
___,consonant blends
___vowel sounds
___common syllables
___blending
Uses phonics:
___Ietter-by-Ietter
___in larger units
___slowly, laboriously
___easily, quickly
Guesses:
___by general shape
___by fi rst letters
___indiscriminately
C. Oral Reading
General:
___head movements
___loses place easily
___ill at ease, tense
___points to words
___,indifference or dislike toward reading
___holds booklet incorrectly
Excessive errors in:
___additions
___,omissions
___repetitions
___,substitutions
___words aided
___self-correction
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•c. Oral Reading (continued)
Fluency:
___slow
___average
___rapid
___word-by-word
___some phrasing
___largely in phrases
D. Silent Reading
General:
___head movements
___lip movements
___ill at ease, tense
___points to words
___indifferent, superficial
___holds booklet incorrectly
Fluency:
___slow
___average
___rapid
___too rapid for accuracy
Comprehension:
___weak
. average
___strong
___strong in details
___,strong in main ideas
___adequate in both
Comprehension:
___weak
___average
___strong
___strong only in details
___strong only in main ideas
___adequate in both
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SUMMARY RECORD BLANK
Name Date Examiner _
School City _
Birthdate Age Grade Sex _
Test Summary
Word Recognition - List No. Score Grade Placement _
Instructional Level (Oral) lndependent Level (Silent) _
Potential Level _
Comments _
Word Analysis Techniques _
Oral Reading _
Silent Reading _
GeneraIObservations _
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Summary of Case
Background Data (School history, medical history, home background, teacher's comments, parents' reactions):
Recommendations (Sight vocabulary, word analysis, instructional materials, recreational materials, potential
growth, emphasis upon silent vs. oral reading, suggested method of instruction - visual, auditory, kinesthetic):
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